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Sleep Diary:
It will help you track your sleep, allowing you to see habits and trends that are helping you

sleep or that can be improved.

The bed is for Sleeping purposes only:
Don’t use the bed for eating or doing your office work, Bed is for sleeping only. Whenever
you feel sleepy, go to your bed to sleep. Before going to bed, clear your bed from all clutter,
and make it cosy just the way you like it.

Switch Off The Lights:

By turning off the lights you will message your body and mind that it is night-time and time
for sleep.

Make your Sleep Ritual:
That can be anything like doing a foot massage before sleeping, taking green tea, or applying
some essential oils. Sleep rituals can be anything you like doing before going to bed.

Set your Sleep Schedule:
Follow a routine, daily set the time to sleep, and follow it no matter how important the task is.
Fix your time for every activity; time management is the key; you should finish all your daily
tasks before your sleep time. Unplug all the electronics that don’t make your mind relaxed

Take a bath before sleeping:
Develop a habit of taking a warm bath before bedtime. It will help you get relaxed and free
from all the worries.

Relaxation Exercises:
Until or unless your mind and body aren’t relaxed, you can’t sleep properly, so to have a
sound sleep, you should do some exercises to relax your body and mind.

Get rid of your gadgets:
Phone, laptop, computers, and anything that can affect your sleep, you need to turn off and
distance yourself from any such.

No screen time before sleep:
Blue light takes away your sleep. It doesn’t let you fall asleep. It activates your brain. So
avoid using the screen before sleep time.
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